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Sustainability is at the forefront of our
fashion brand. We believe in creating
high-quality, stylish clothing while
minimizing our impact on the
environment.
We believe that fashion can be both
fashionable and environmentally
responsible, and we are dedicated to
leading the way in sustainable fashion.
Our clothes are made using zero
waste or minimal seam construction
patterns, upcycled or locally made
fabrics, in order to lower the carbon
footprint. 
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ZERO WASTE
PATTERNS



Z E R O  W A S T E  P A T T E R N S

Zero waste patterns are design principles for creating
clothing and accessories without producing any excess
or unusable fabric scraps. The goal is to optimize the
use of fabric, reducing the amount of waste generated
during the production process. 
This approach to design is environmentally conscious
and helps to minimize the impact of the fashion industry
on the planet. Zero waste patterns often utilize geometric
shapes and carefully planned cutting techniques to
minimize fabric waste, and the designs themselves are
often minimalist and focused on efficient use of
materials. 
These patterns promote sustainability by reducing the
amount of textile waste that ends up in landfills and by
conserving resources used in the production of fabric. 
By using zero waste patterns, clothing designers and
manufacturers can help create a more sustainable
future for the fashion industry.
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Greta Top & Anna I Skirt



Nina Top & Anna Skirt



Greta top & Diana trousers



Nina Top & Kara Trousers



Nina Top & Kara Trousers



Venus dress



Mona dress



Marylin I top & Jasmine Skirt



Marylin II top & Jasmine skirt



Marlene coat & Marie skirt



Clara top & Louise trousers



Marlene coat



Greta Top & Denise Jeans



Elizabeth Shirt & Daisy Skirt



Elizabeth Shirt & Deborah Skirt
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UPCYCLING



Sarah Skirt & Nina Top



Sarah Skirt & Nina Top



Elizabeth Shirt  & Marie Skirt



Elizabeth shirt & Denise Trousers



Victoria dress & Kora Trousers



Valerie Jacket
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